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The digital economy has enabled organizations to offer a variety of customer interaction touchpoints across different channels. 
These interaction channels and touchpoints are enabled by technologies (one or many) forming a marketing tech stack.

Across these interaction channels and touchpoints, customers interact with organizations in many ways and innumerable times. 
Every experience impacts their impression of the company and the collective essence of all experiences defines their relationship 
with it. Strong, positive relationships lay the foundation for loyalty, even making customers your best brand ambassadors.

While this is true in the physical as well as digital world, in today’s digital ecosystem we are seeing more and more businesses 
reaping the gains of this experience-based philosophy, leveraging the basic principles of psychology and neuroscience in 
influencing their customer experience. For some businesses like Amazon, Apple, American Express, Netflix, Spotify, and John 
Lewis, customer experience has become a core distinctive competency playing a far more pivotal role in strategy than pricing, 
promotions, and catalog placement.

When we talk about experience (E) in the context of today’s digital world, it’s a congruency of interaction (I) that businesses 
facilitate across multiple channels, feedback (F) that businesses collect implicitly and explicitly, and most importantly, action (A) 
that businesses take to further enrich the experience of their consumers. Here is a pictorial representation of the IEFA concept:

Figure 1: IEFA Concept

The entire IEFA concept relies on a robust and scalable technology infrastructure, which businesses leverage to deliver a seamless 
experience to their consumers across multiple channels. But technology alone cannot deliver customer experience. IEFA requires 
cohesiveness between different departments, shared goals, digitization of existing processes, data-driven culture, enablement of 
employees and vendors, and most importantly, an outside to inward thinking, which transforms a multichannel business like 
Amazon to an omnichannel player where consumer experience is at the core of their value offering.
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At Blueocean, over the last few years we have been 
working with large fortune 500 companies across the 
world and collaborating with them in their digital 
transformation journey using our digital customer 
experience (DCX) solution. The solution is rooted in 
the IEFA framework and leverages the existing 
technology infrastructure of the client, including 
various 3rd party tools and applications the client may 
have invested in. Below mentioned is a pictorial 
representation of the DCX solution and how it 
empowers our clients in enriching their existing 
consumer experience:

By enabling organizations with the DCX solution, we assist them in achieving three major digital transformation goals:
Significantly improve customer satisfaction measures i.e. CSAT, CES, CCR, and NPS.1

Reduce operational costs by significantly lowering the dependency on IVRs and Call Center representatives—chiefly 
by enabling digital as a self-service channel.

To learn more about our DCX solution and how it can enable your organization to become an omnichannel player, please visit our 
website and learn more about our value offering for your organization.
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Figure 2:
Components of the Digital Customer Experience Framework

Figure 3: Blueocean’s DCX Solution Framework based on IEFA Concept 

1
 Customer Satisfaction (CSAT), Customer Effort Score (CES), Net Promoter Score (NPS), Customer Churn Rate (CCR)
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About Blueocean Market Intelligence 

Blueocean Market Intelligence is a global analytics and insights 
provider that helps corporations realize a 360-degree view of their 
customers through data integration and a multi-disciplinary approach 
that enables sound, data-driven business decisions.

Since we live in a highly dynamic and multi-dimensional world, we 
believe the most effective business decisions come from a synthesis 
of data streams and not from one-dimensional sources.

Using our 360 Discovery approach, we ensure the comprehensive use 
of all available structured and unstructured data sources, 
enabling us to bring the best to bear against each engagement. 
Strong decision support is enabled through a combination of 
analytics, domain expertise, engineering and visualization skills 
brought together in harmony.

Leading companies have benefited from our partnership with 
financial growth, 360 views of their markets and competition, and 
improved customer acquisition, satisfaction and retention.

For more information or to request a consultation, please email 
info@blueoceanmi.com or visit us online at www.blueoceanmi.com.
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